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Greek Community's LipSync Competition Collects 389 Cans for F.A.C.E.S.
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Members of Greek organizations participated in a competition of group dance performances and lipsynced to mixes of music. ZTA was a winner this year with best performance overall.
Stephanie Mendoza
Features Staff Reporter
It’s that time of year again
when newly initiated sorority
and fraternity pledges have their
annual LipSync competition.
This year it was held in Jarman
Auditorium on Wednesday,
March 19.
LipSync is a competition
that is held every fall and spring
semester where the newly
initiated brothers and sisters

perform different songs with
dance moves that correlate with
the songs.
Freshman and newly initiated
member of Zeta Tau Alpha (ZTA)
fraternity for women, Jenny
Bayer loved the idea of LipSync
with her new sisters and couldn’t
wait until the day of the show.
“It seemed really fun to me,
and I don’t mind making a fool
out of myself,” said Bayer. “I
figured it would be a really fun
thing to do since I just got into

Zeta. It kind of helped show off
the sorority that I love so much.”
Although it was so much fun,
it was an extreme commitment,
considering that this is ZTA’s first
time doing LipSync since their
recharter. “We practiced every
night for two hours a day, and
then the day before we practiced
7-midnight,” said Bayer.
Freshman
and
newly
initiated brother of Theta Chi
Drew Schmidtknect was also
excited about LipSync, stating,

“It sounded like fun from what
I had heard about it from my
brothers. I took three years of
drama back in middle school
and remembered how being up
on stage was a thrill rush, so I
thought I’d try it.”
He, along with Bayer,
mentioned
that
the
performances were secrets.
Bayer said “We had to make sure
it was kept a secret by everyone,
but sometimes it was hard to
keep because people would be

talking about it and wanted to
know.”
To
which
Schmidtknect
added, “Everyone was always
asking me why I needed a
Hawaiian shirt or short khaki
shorts. People didn’t really know
until the last day when I was
walking around in my outfit.”
The final result of both ZTA
and Theta Chi were spectacular.
ZTA won best performance
overall with Theta Chi coming
in second.

From Bayer’s perspective, the
show was crazy. “It didn’t even
hit me until we were there,” said
Bayer. “It was exciting because
we were there and met up at
5:30 to do each other’s hair and
make-up. Being onstage for the
first time before anyone had
really gotten there made me
nervous, it felt like my heart was
going ...

CONTINUED ON PG. 3

Massive Fire Started by Young Local
Boy, No Injuries or Fatalities Reported
Victoria Walker
News Editor
The Farmville Fire Department received a call about a fire
that took place at 412 Longwood
Ave. at approximately 4:19 p.m.
on Saturday, March 22.
The blaze was started by a
young boy who was about 10
years old playing with fire in his
backyard.

Photo Courtesy: Amelia Perry

A fire was started on Longwood Ave. that was started by a young boy who had been playing
with fire in his backyard. The fire spread into the garage and to Sunoco on Third Street.
Farmville Fire Department responded quickly and there were no injuries.

New Unified Payroll System Projected
to Benefit More Campus Employees
Victoria Walker
News Editor
Getting paid once a month
is not the easiest way to live
as a college student. Luckily,
Longwood is trying to work
toward a more unified payroll
system.
This will help students get
paid more often throughout
the month, rather than waiting
four weeks for a check. However,
this does not change wages for
Longwood employees. It will
only change the time employees
receive their checks.
Longwood University does
not have a singular payroll
system for student and faculty
employees;
they
are
not
all paid on the same cycle,

according to Vice President for
Administration and Finance,
Ken Copeland.
“The Commonwealth of
Virginia processes and cuts
Longwood University’s checks,”
said Copeland. This, in turn,
makes it easier on the university
by eliminating one less group
of employees to pay monthly as
well as adding additional work
to current employees’ days.
“We also upload payroll
[information] to the state to get
paychecks cut for students,”
said Copeland. “Some schools
process their own payroll and
write their own checks.”
Longwood could do this, but
the process to switch over would
be extremely long because
the university pays so many

The fire quickly spread
into the garage and through
the backyard into a field next
to Sunoco on Third Street,
according to Chief of Farmville
Fire Department Andrew Goss.
There were no injuries and
the only property loss was the
garage, and the back of the
house was also damaged, but
the fire did not get inside.
The
chief
noted
that

SACS On-site Team Evaluates
Quality Enhancement Plan
Victoria Walker
News Editor

The Quality Enhancement Plan (QEP) will
be transforming Longwood University into a
stronger institution of citizen leaders in a matter
of months. This plan will encourage the growth
different people.
Right now, the Banner of citizen leaders through research and critical
Accounting
system
the thinking.
“This plan really uses undergraduate research
financial
office
uses
to
as
a
vehicle to improve core competencies, such
upload payroll information
as
written
and oral communication, information
to the Commonwealth has
literacy
and
critical thinking,” said Electronic
fundamental IT changes that
Resources
Librarian
Virginia Kinman.
must occur.
The
most
recent
update regarding the QEP
There is a process in which
involved
the
Southern
Association of Colleges
the payroll office has to get the
and
Schools
Commission
on Colleges’ (SACSCOC)
time cards from student laborers
visit
to
Longwood
Monday,
March 17 through
by a certain time to be able to
Thursday,
March
20.
change the payroll from monthly
While at Longwood, the SACSCOC conducted
to semi-monthly because most
many
experiments and interviews in order to
full time employees are already
assess
the
quality of Longwood’s plan. They had
semi-monthly.
to
determine
whether to give the Longwood
“It would make it easier on us
QEP
recommendations,
which would have to be
in the payroll office as well, but
fixed
in
order
for
Longwood
to move forward, or
the university has numerous ...
suggestions, which don’t have to be addressed to
move forward.
“The SACSCOC basically came to make sure

CONTINUED ON PG. 3

Saturday was a Class III day,
meaning higher danger, more
than 15 knot winds, less than 25
percent humidity and very dry
conditions.
Four
separate
fire
departments had to be called in
to get control over this fire.
gang.

our plan was in order,” said Joe Gills, QEP student
representative. “I had an interview with a QEP
evaluator, which sounded intimidating at first,
but she only wanted to know how we felt the
QEP would affect the students and how we were
involved in its creation.”
The SACSCOC had no recommendations and
only two suggestions for the QEP team. This is a
rarity; usually if a school is undergoing a Quality
Enhancement Plan, many critiques must take
place for it to be a success.
“It was approved by 12 high-powered members
of the SACSCOC from across the southern region
with a lot of scrutiny,” said Dr. Cathy Roy, codirector of the SACSCOC QEP. “They were trying
to find something wrong with it, and they couldn’t
find anything wrong.”
Roy stated that ultimately they are responding
to data assessment in regards to students’ lack
in written and oral communication, information
literacy and critical thinking.
“We looked at where our students were
preforming less than optimal and it’s these core
competencies,” said Roy. “We’re responding to
what the campus community wanted. It seemed
like the bulk of students, faculty and staff wanted
to enhance these core competencies while the
other ...

CONTINUED ON PG. 3
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Sigma Nu's Stunt Disqualifies them from LipSync Competition 2014
The fraternity plans to 'do our part to bring some positive publicity'
Victoria Walker
News Editor
Longwood
University’s
LipSync was the place to be on
March 19.
Performances were crazier
than ever, Sigma Nu’s especially.
Their risky dance moves were
not favored by the judges.

“They were disqualified from
LipSync, and we are currently
still assessing the night,” said
Associate Director of Fraternity
and Sorority Life Wolfgang
Acevedo.
He continued, “This situation
is still something that has to
be determined with all parties
involved, but this really doesn’t

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

The brothers of Sigma Nu Fraternity were disqualified from
the LipSync competition due to their performance containing
risque and explicit dance moves.
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represent them.”
“It was disappointing because
it took away from the fact that
Sigma Nu raised the most cans,”
said Acevedo.
He continued, “It took away
from the great cause the Greek
community came together to
support.”
According
to
Acevedo,
encouraging them to selfevaluate, and make them come
up with punishments internally
helps students become critical
thinkers.
“It’s important for them to
distinguish what happened,
what was wrong with what
occurred and find a remedy for
the situation,” he said.
Even though their actions
in the performance were not
positive, they had a positive
impact on the community.
“It’s an opportunity for them
to see that a lot of hard work can
go away in a few seconds,” said
Acevedo.
“Our main goal was to raise
awareness for F.A.C.E.S. and to
help them out,” said Sigma Nu
President John Barham.

According to Barham, this
event was not pre-meditated,
and they did not perform in
practice the way they did in the
final round.
“It was geared toward a
Greek audience … we didn’t
mean to offend anyone,” said
Barham. “We didn’t think the
administration would be that
upset.”
He continued, “We realize
this might have been a
misrepresentation of the Greek
community. Now, we have to do
our part to bring some positive
publicity.”
“Organizations have done a
great aside from this hiccup, but
I’m proud there were no alcohol
or additional issues that night,”
said Acevedo.
According to Inter-Fraternity
Council (IFC) President, Montu
Jani, the Greek community came
together and raised 389 cans for
FACES.
He
plans
to
continue
partnering with F.A.C.E.S. to
raise awareness for those in
need.
“At the end of the day, we

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Brothers of Sigma Nu Fraternity pose outside of F.A.C.E.S.
after donating the most canned foods at LipSync.
helped our community, and I
think that’s the most important
factor,” said Barham.
Altogether, Sigma Nu raised
42 cans for F.A.C.E.S. the night of
LipSync, followed by delivering
all 389 cans the next day.
“When I dropped off the
cans, they were shocked at how
much the Greek community had
raised,” said Jani. “They said they
look forward to working with

IFC and individual chapters in
the future.”
The Greek office thinks it’s
amazing that IFC students
thought of such a great cause to
support and would like to make
it a recurring event, regardless
of any problems that took place
that night.

Master of Education in School Librarianship Premieres

Victoria Walker
News Editor

Longwood University has
recently added a new graduate
degree
to
its
curriculum.
Longwood will be the first public
institution in Virginia to offer
a Master of Education degree
program in School Librarianship.
“In Virginia, there are only
two colleges that have nationally
recognized programs to prepare
people to be school librarians,”
said Associate Professor and
Coordinator of the School
Library Media Program Dr.
Audrey Church. “Old Dominion
University is one, and Longwood
is the other.”
According
to
Church,
Longwood
has
prepared
individuals to work as PreK-12
school librarians since 1989,
but currently our program is a
concentration under the Master
of Science in Education. As of
fall 2014, the program will be a
stand-alone degree program.

“We’ve been working on the
curriculum revisions and all of
the paper work for about a year
now,” said Church. “It had to get
approved by all the Curriculum
Committees on campus, the
Board of Visitors in December
and we just got it approved
by the State Council of Higher
Education (SCHEV) Tuesday,
March 18.”
“This
degree
program
is still under the school of
education, and we are currently
a concentration under a big
umbrella of a Masters of Science
and Education,” said Church.
The classes are offered in
hybrid format, and the professors
meet with the students anywhere
from three to five Saturdays
a semester. The rest of the
classwork is done online.
“The majority of our students
already have jobs,” said Church.
Most of these students are older
and are already teachers who
want to transition into becoming
school librarians.

This program does not have
any undergraduate students, and
only two students are full time
students.
It takes most students three
years to complete the program
because they have full-time jobs.
The
program
typically
graduates, on average, 25
students a year. “We partner with
school divisions across the state,
so the majority of our classes are
offered off campus,” said Church.
“We are currently partnering
with six different school divisions
across the state. We offer the
classes on cite for the teachers,”
said Church. “By going out and
teaching all around the state, we
get Longwood’s name out there.
Some of the places these
professors
commute
to
are
Chesterfield,
Hanover,
Spotsylvania, Prince William,
Fairfax
and
Williamsburg.
They are practically Longwood
ambassadors when they go to
other schools, according to
the Church.

“Students are eligible to be
hired as school librarians in
Virginia, and any states that have
teaching reciprocity with Virginia
as well,” said Church.
The School Library Media
Program has been nationally
recognized by The National
Council for Accreditation of
Teacher Education (NCATE),
now known as The Council for
the Accreditation of Educator
Preparation (CAEP) and The
American Association of School
Librarians (AASL).
Graduates of the program
are prepared to work as 21st
century school librarians who
help students become literate
in media, technologically and
digital information.
They work with Pre-K-12
to help them become critical
thinkers, enthusiastic readers,
skillful researchers and ethical
users of information.

SGA Elections Begin on CollegiateLink Today
Becca Lundberg
Editor-in-Chief
Longwood University’s student body has
the opportunity to choose the next generation
of Student Government Association (SGA)
leadership by voting in the 2014-2015
elections.
Elections begin today via CollegiateLink.
The polls will remain open until Sunday.
Students can vote for general senators, Honor
Board and Conduct Board representatives and
the executive board, as well as constitutional
amendments.
All five of the executive board candidates
are running unopposed this year.
The candidates will succeed current
President Haley Vest, Vice President Steven
Sommer, Treasurer Alex Julian, Secretary
Kendall Lofton and Historian Paige Rollins.
The current holders of these positions are
set to graduate in May 2014 with the exception
of Rollins, who is running for senior class
president.
Joe Gills, the sole 2014-2015 presidential
candidate, said he hopes to become president
because he sees “a lot of opportunities for
positive changes, and I believe this is a
great opportunity for me to give back to my
Alma Mater and voice the concerns of the
students.”
Gills, a junior mathematics and computer
science major, is currently an SGA senator.
He has also served as a student
representative in the SACSCOC reaffirmation
process for more than a year.
Gills would like to use his position to unite
the SGA in order to promote the organization’s
mission.
“I always encourage feedback and
discussion and can also bring new ideas to
the table,” said Gills.
“I am very hardworking and dedicated
to SGA, and as president, I would work
extremely hard to make sure the Senate has
every means necessary to accomplish our

goals.” He continued.
Gills has a unique platform, as he would
like to improve communication not only
between students and the university, but
students and the Town of Farmville as well.
He believes he has the tools to better this
relationship because he has lived in Farmville
his entire life.
“The SGA has an obligation to make sure
that every student has equal representation
and opportunities on campus and in the
town,” said Gills. “The SGA also has an
opportunity to unite and work on issues at
large in higher education.”
Gills recognizes that the responsibilities
of being president include voicing students’
opinions on controversial topics and feels
prepared to do so when needed.
Sophomore Adam Fletcher, an executive
senator, is running for vice president.
The sophomore secondary education
major with a concentration in history has
been part of the SGA for two years.
Fletcher said he would bring “further
order to the position [of vice president] and
help expand its duties and power, while at
the same time keeping the concerns of the
student body as my top concern.”
He believes the role of the SGA is to
“voice the student opinion of how campus
is functioning and overall here to be their
representative to the administration.”
Jacob Harvey, the secretarial candidate,
is sophomore business major with a
concentration in information systems and
cyber security.
While Harvey has served as a senator for
the past year, he said he has been involved
in student government throughout his
academic career.
“From elementary school, middle school
and high school, it has always been a goal of
mine to give back to my institution by serving
on SGA and really voicing the opinions of my
peers,” said Harvey.
Harvey mentioned that he “ran for class

president back in the sixth grade with the
amazing campaign slogan: ‘Wake up with
Jacob!’ My campaign manager was my mom,
and needless to say, I lost. That defeat did not
deter me from trying again, and I pride myself
in my commitment as time continued.”
Regarding the improvements he could
bring to the SGA as secretary, Harvey said,
“Commitment is what this campus needs,
and through my diligence and devotion to this
university, I feel that my voice on the [SGA]
executive council will be highly beneficial.”
Ellen Kensy is running for historian, and
her goal is to “give students an opportunity
to find organizations where they can grow
as leaders, and I know that this position will
bring about the opportunity to make this
happen for all students on campus.”
Kensy is a sophomore liberal studies
major who aspires to “bring my passion for
involvement to this position and will use that
to help all new clubs and organizations to
have the opportunity to become recognized
and gain new members that will be able to
find common interests and bring out the best
in their organization for their members and
for Longwood.”
Kensy believes the SGA is essential to
the campus because “we take a role in
fixing problems that students may have
with anything on campus and help make
Longwood better for all students.”
Jessica Darst, an executive senator, is a
sophomore communication studies major
with a concentration in mass media who is
running for treasurer.
Darst feels she has seen “both the good
and bad aspects” of the Student Finance
Committee as an executive senator.
“Through this past year, I have seen what
needs to change and what is working well,”
she said.
Darst added, “The candidates for the
executive board are all absolutely amazing
and it will be a great year for everyone on
campus through their leadership!”
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President W. Taylor Reveley Visits Tuesday's SGA Meeting
Senators discuss the university strategic planning process

Becca Lundberg
Editor-in-Chief
President W. Taylor Reveley IV
visited the Student Government
Association (SGA) during the
Senate’s Tuesday, March 25
meeting to discuss Longwood
University’s
strategic
plan
process. Reveley brought a page
of “conversation starters” that
he has discussed with different
university
departments
to
provide students with university
advancement topics to start
thinking about.
As the Longwood community
recognizes the institution’s
175th anniversary, Reveley said
it is a “great time for Longwood
to be thinking about the future.”

He encouraged
the Senate to
share
their
thoughts during
the meeting and
in the future in
order to add and
expand
upon
the conversation
starters.
Reveley said the
plan is to submit a
two to three-page
draft to the Board of Visitors by
their June meeting. The board
would then recirculate the plan
and formally adopt a strategic
plan in September 2014.
The conversation starter
sheet Reveley distributed to
the SGA included a list of key
principles: “Academic Enterprise
at the Heart,” which is prizing
“faculty
engagement
with
students and our residential
character” as Virginia’s third
oldest public university and
one of the hundred oldest
U.S. colleges and universities;
“Transforming Lives,” which
is described as being “at our
best when helping to transform
our lives” through aiding
students in realizing potential;

Payroll System
... other projects happening,
such as French Hall and the
new Student Union, that keep
us from moving forward,” said
Copeland.
“We acknowledge that some
students may go five weeks
without being paid, and that
is a burden that is not lost on
us. We just need to take care
of some IT issues first,” said
Copeland. “My hope is that we
can have this in play when the
new academic year comes in fall
2014. It’s something that needs
to happen.”
This
would
take
a
collaborative effort between
Longwood’s financial operations
and IT to make sure that all of
the integration is done properly
before we go live with it.

QEP

and
“Camaraderie,”
which
was described as “enriched
by our many traditions; a
camaraderie that gives us a
distinctive advantage when
working through challenges and
challenging times.
The sheet listed items
to focus on: retention and
graduation, renewing general
education, national marketing,
foot traffic by alumni and
friends, prosperity of one of
America’s oldest two-college
communities,
strengthening
the university community, and
housekeeping, structuring and
governance.
Several senators suggested
additions to the conversation
starters. Residential & Commuter
Life (RCL) Representative Tristan
Cunningham
recommended
that the Office of Diversity and
Inclusion be staffed more heavily
to expand the office’s resources
for students. He said freshman
minority students would benefit
from programs such as the
Academic Support Krew (A.S.K.),
a tutoring program previously
offered to students seeking help
in the areas of math, science
and/or English.

CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

Student Librarian Assistant
Tom Lanigan said that he is
grateful for his job and earning
the extra money but he, along
with many other students, agree
that a bi-weekly payroll would
be a better form of payment.
“We will continue to have
students working here at
Longwood,” said Copeland.
“It just needs more frequency
where we would pay all of
our employees on the same
calendar.”
The students who work in
Dorill Dining Hall, Chick-fil-A,
Moe’s, Java City or Einstein Bros.
Bagels will be affected by this
change, even though they are
also ARAMARK employees.
“I definitely think it would
be better if it was weekly or

President Haley Vest said the
camaraderie between faculty
and students at Longwood
is unique and should be
highlighted. Executive Senator
Jessica Darst added that she
sees a mutual respect between
professors and students.
Historian
Paige
Rollins
expanded on how Longwood
transforms lives with the
opportunities the institution
provides students.
Auditor O’Neishea Edmonds
said there is “somewhere for
everyone” with the clubs and
organizations
available
to
students.
Senator Joe Gills said
the president’s focus on the
retention rate is important.
Another senator added that the
Center for Academic Success
benefitted him during the first
semester of his freshman year.
However, he felt that the office
staff should be expanded in
order to assist director Rebecca
Sturgill and accommodate more
students. He suggested that the
center’s staff include guidance
counselors to help freshmen
with their grades.
Senior
Class
President

Logan Miller recommended
connecting
upperclassmen
to freshmen beyond the Peer
Mentor role in order to allow
freshmen to gain a better idea of
which classes to take. In a similar
vein, Darst said information
on which classes to sign up for
before registration at orientation
would be beneficial as well.
Reveley said he would like to
see more of a “rhyme or reason”
to the university’s general
education requirements beyond
simply checking a certain class
off a column. He said it is difficult
for universities to achieve this
but believes Longwood can.
Treasurer Alex Julian moved
to cut open forum in order to
allow more time to amend the
constitutional
amendments
brought forward from last week’s
meeting.
A notable change included
omitting the requirement for
an open forum session during
presidential debates because the
wording could be misinterpreted
and cause some students to
think this was required for
unopposed candidates.
Vice
President
Steven
Sommer reminded the Senate

LipSync

to promote the upcoming SGA
elections because even if these
changes receive the popular
vote, the amendments can only
go into effect if one-sixth of
the student body votes in the
election.
On behalf of the Student
Finance Committee, Sommer
moved to allocate $574 to
Lambda Pi Eta to cover
additional costs for the Theodore
Clevenger
Undergraduate
Honors Conference. He then
moved to re-allocate $117.46
for tie-dye T-shirt costs and
$330.74 for a new computer. The
motions to approve all of the
allocations passed.
Elections for the 20142015 Senate, Honor Board
and Conduct Board began at
midnight today, Wednesday,
and continue until Sunday.
Students can access the polls via
CollegiateLink.
Students, faculty and staff
interested in attending an SGA
meeting can do so next Tuesday,
April 1 at 3:45 p.m. in the BC
Rooms of Lankford Student
Union.

CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

bi-weekly, rather than waiting
a month,” said ARAMARK
employee Stephanie Mendoza.
“I hate waiting every month for
my paycheck to come in on the
20th. I think it would be better
for managing my money if it
was more unified and spread
out through the month.”
This payroll schedule is not
realistic to a college student. It is
too spread out, and according to
the students, it needs to change
so they can manage their money
better.
According
to
Copeland,
“It’s something that should
have happened already, but
unfortunately there’s always
more projects than time allows
us to have; but we haven’t let
this fall off the list.”

CONTINUED FROM PG. 1

... half wanted to improve student research, so
why not marry the two?”
According to Kinman, in order to allow
institutions to do something significant and
improve student learning, there is this requirement
for a Quality Enhancement Plan.
“The school has been presented with an
opportunity to address student learning in a
transformative way,” said Kinman. “We get
feedback from the people who evaluated our work,
and they gave us suggestions for strengthening
our plan.”
The initial goals of the Longwood QEP are
to improve students’ learning by facilitating
their discovery of new knowledge, facilitating
student faculty information and advancing an
understanding of research and academic inquiry.
“The biggest changes we’re making to the

curriculum started with English 150,” said Roy.
“We enhanced research skill development and
practicing of research giving all students an
opportunity to ask questions, become more
informed on literature and problem solving.”
The next change is made through disciplinespecific or courses regarding individual majors,
according to Roy. Thus, they prepare you for your
final year where you will conduct one on one
faculty-student research.
The SACSCOC Leadership Team still has
to appoint a Director of the Office of Student
Research (OSR). The OSR Director will implement
the actions and goals of the QEP at Longwood.
Faculty and students are more than excited for
the implementation of the Quality Enhancement
Plan starting summer 2014.

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Winners Zeta Tau Alpha finish their LipSync act to Ke$ha and Pitbull's anthem "Timber."
... to fall out of my
chest.”
For Schmidtknect,
it was more relaxed.
“My pledge brother
Stephan always gets
really pumped up,
saying
fun
things
and the rest of us got
really hype. It changed
from nervousness to
excitement.”
Despite
their

nerves, and the fact
that the group had
never participated in
LipSync before, Zeta
Tau Alpha came in first
place. Bayer’s favorite
part of Zeta Tau Alpha’s
performance was the
aftermath. She stated,
“The whole thing just
made me feel pretty
important, being up
there having not only

my sisters, but friends
in other organizations
cheering me. It was
really cool to represent
Zeta and show that all
of the hard work had
paid off.”
S c h m i d t k n e c t ’s
favorite part of the
night was also the
aftermath. “We were
so pumped afterwards.
Usually I would make

a
mistake
during
practice, but in the
final performance I did
well. We all did great.”
Overall,
both
performances blew the
crowd out of the water.
**Additional reporting
by Features Editor
Kayla Baldino

Important Subjects to Note from Monday’s Dine with the Director
Longwood Dining Services employees respond to concern and praise
Kyriè Davenport
Asst. Copy Editor
A large number of students
gathered in the Lewis Room
below Dorrill Dining Hall
(D-Hall) on Monday, March 24 at
5:30 p.m. to raise questions and
concerns and offer suggestions
to Director of Longwood Dining
Services Grant Avent.
These Dine with the Director
meetings occur once a month
every semester as catered
lunches or dinners that are open
to students. Avent stressed that
student feedback is important
to the continued improvement
of Longwood Dining. Below are
some of the important topics
that were discussed at Monday’s
dinner.

Q: I like it, but what is with the
kale push?
A: It’s healthy, fairly local (from
within 200 miles), you can do
lots of things with it, it's big
right now and it’s in season.
Q: When can students start
using the P.A. system in D-Hall
for advertising?
A: It will roll out in the fall, but
you can email Avent or Gina
DeMarco, a marketing assistant
for Longwood Dining, about it
now and they can set you up.
Q: Could we get shredded
Parmesan cheese in Outta Here?
A: Yes.
Q: Can we do something about
the lady who sprays grease for
omelets directly onto the food?
A: She will be reminded not to
do so.
Q: More
than
one
new,
experimental
dish
is

overwhelming to one student.
A: Menu rotation changes every
semester so it’s possible that
all of your favorites are on the
same day and the next day has
all things you don’t like.
Q: Could we incorporate a
build-your-own quesadilla day
into the menu?
A: Yes!
Q: Can we expect any changes
in the meal plan requirement
or options for students living
in
Longwood-managed
apartments? Some students just
don't want meal plans.
A: The five meal plan hasn't
had noted resistance, it gives
you lots of meals to plan on
your own. In regards to making
it optional: who knows what will
happen?
Q: Will the to-go cups ever
return to D-Hall?

A: You can always bring your
own travel mug into D-Hall and
fill it up!
Q: Would you consider a special
station for the smoothie bar, or
expanding it?
A: We are talking about adding
more blenders.
Q: By 2020, Longwood is
expected to have 6,000 students.
What is being changed to
accommodate the influx of
students?
A: The new University Center
will help take the heat of D-Hall
and spread it out so neither
place is as crowded. We also
anticipate more options at the
Landings and the Park.
Q: What are the definite hours
for the P.O.D. and the Café going
to be next semester? The change
over break was confusing.
A: We are still working out the

kinks. There have been little to
no sales during café extended
hours between 1 a.m. and 2 a.m.
Q: What is with the new tongs at
Panini?
A: The new tongs at the
Panini station are to control
for allergies and diets and to
eliminate cross-contamination.
It was suggested in a past Dine
with the Director.
Q: Can there be a smoothie
thing or more fresh fruit in
Outta Here?
A: We can look into it, but it’s
not supposed to be the whole
deal.
Q: Is there a way the Café could
sell donuts?
A: We have them at the P.O.D.
and we can bring them here.
Further comments expressed
that student employees will be
trained again to be respectful

of student health needs (i.e.,
not groaning when someone
asks that they change gloves for
gluten allergy reasons).
Information about how many
meals and Bonus Dollars you
have left, as well as LancerCA$H
information, the availability
of laundry machines in your
building and a link to report
your ID as missing is available
online
at
www.longwood.
managemyid.com.
Students should know that
they can always meet oneon-one with Avent to make
suggestions, raise concerns
and voice opinions on meal
plans or the food served at
D-Hall. There is also an online
option to voice concerns and
praise for employees: www.
campusdiningvoice.com.
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Features
at a
Glance
Catching up on past
and future events

• why joan of arc?

On Monday, March 24, anthropology professor
Dr. James Jordan gave a lecture to students
and faculty to tell the story of how Joan of Arc
was selected as Longwood University’s patron
saint. Natalie Joseph, contributing writer for The
Rotunda, attended and reported on the event.
Her article will be printed in next week’s issue.

• birthday on brock commons

On Tuesday, March 25, the events for Longwood’s
175th anniversary kicked off with a birthday
celebration. The event was supposed to be held
outside on Brock Commons but due to inclement
weather, it was moved inside to the Lankford
Student Union Ballroom. For more information
regarding this celebration, check out page 5.

• zuzu dancers return

On Tuesday, March 25, The Zuzu African dancers
returned to Longwood University to give a
performance in the Jarman Auditorium. They
perform traditional and unique dance moves
to music. If you missed the performance, there
are videos on Youtube of the group’s past
performances.

Second Sigma Nu Fraternity Pool Battleship Event
Raises $386 for St. Jude’s Children's Hospital
Natalie Joseph
Contributor
Sigma
Nu
and
Campus
Recreation hosted their second
Battleship event in Willett pool on
Friday, March 21 at 4 p.m.
The event raised a total of $386
for St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital
and over 85 people were involved
in the battleship event. With 16
teams, it was a huge jump from last
year’s six teams, which was the first
year Battleship was ever hosted at
Longwood University.
The event has a total of 11 heats.
Each team automatically has the
opportunity to play two games
at the event and the final round
involved four teams to play for the
overall win, which went to the Club
Soccer team.
Pool battleship consists of four
teams competing with real canoes
in Willett pool. Each team’s goal is
to sink the other teams by using
water buckets, soakers and shields

to throw water into the other team’s
boats. Each team can also have up
to two team members poolside, to
help sink the boat with soakers and
buckets.
The brothers of Sigma Nu spent
time tabling in Dorrill Dining
Hall for two weeks prior to the
event as well as contacting clubs
and organizations and handing
out flyers to recruit teams to get
involved. It cost 20 dollars per team
and each team was allowed to have
four to six participants.
Junior Joseph Siverd said,
“Honestly, I was surprised about
how many teams signed up for the
event. I was so excited to see all of
the names on the list.”
The teams who participated
varied from club sports to
organizations, as well as fraternities
and sororities. The logistics of the
event were also very well planned
and organized. After the sign up
deadline on Thursday, March 20,
the hosts of the event organized a

bracket to facilitate the 16 teams.
Sophomore Adam Fletcher said,
“I thought that it was very fun and
[a] great way to get to know people
from other organizations and clubs.
It was a nice workout, too!”
The main event was run by
Sigma Nu's Community Service
and
Philanthropy
Chairman
Kosta Telegadas and the Assistant
Director of Campus Recreation
Marissa Musumeci. But behind
the scenes, each member of Sigma
Nu and employees of campus
recreation put individual effort
into the event in order to make it
a success. The Outdoor Club also
helped by donating canoes for the
event.
Telegadas
said,
“It
took
the cooperation of our whole
brotherhood of Sigma Nu, campus
rec and every organization that
participated. I couldn't have done it
without everyone's full cooperation
and promotion. We are beyond
ecstatic to have such an awesome

community to work with here at
Longwood University.”
According
to
Sigma
Nu,
their relationship with Campus
Recreation is very strong. Through
participating in different campus
recreation events and intramural
sports, and after being inspired
by other universities, they felt
comfortable approaching them to
partner up to sponsor the Battleship
event for a good cause.
Siverd said, “We saw it was done
at other schools, and it looked
really fun so we thought it would
be something that other people on
campus would look forward to. We
also thought it would be a fun way
to raise money.”
Donations were also accepted
at the event, which helped involve
the participants and spectators
more. The brothers of Sigma Nu
and Campus Recreation are looking
forward to putting on this event
again next year.

Longwood
students
participate
in second
Battleship
event in Willett
pool. They
fill buckets
with water
and toss it at
each other to
sink the other
team's canoe.
The proceeds
of this event
went toward
St. Jude's
Children's
Hospital.

upcoming events
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• business talk

On Thursday, March 27, the brothers of business
fraternity Delta Sigma Pi have invited Tom
Gallagher, the president of Central Virginia Better
Business Bureau, to speak to students about
business and finances. He will be speaking in
Hiner 207 at 3:30pm.

• police visit

On Thursday, March 27, The Criminal Justice
Honor Society has invited a speaker from
the police department of Virginia Beach to
give a presentation in Jeffers 133 about law
enforcement administration and her experiences
in the field.

• acceptance and tolerance

On Thursday, March 27, there will be a
presentation called, “An Atheist and a Christian
Walk Into a Bar.” This will tell the story of how
two people who have very different views are
able to be friends, in spite of their differences.
The presentation, held in the N.H. Scott Center
in the lower level of the Student Union, stresses
acceptance and tolerance and welcomes all
students.

• S.E.A.L. Campaign

On Monday, March 31, Student Educators for
Active Leadership (S.E.A.L.) is kicking off their
Sticks and Stones Anti-Bullying Campaign. The
purpose of this campaign is to spread awareness
of bullying and share ways to prevent it.

• celebrate sound

On April 5, Longwood's National Student Speech,
Language and Hearing Association will hold
a walk at the Farmville Train Station and High
Bridge Trail. The event will begin at 10 a.m. and
will increase awareness of hearing protection.

• Sunset yoga

On Wednesday, April 15, the Health and Fitness
Center will be holding a yoga class outside from
4:15-5:15 p.m.

*If you would like an event featured, please send the information to
rotundastories@gmail.com with “Features Glance” in the subject line.

ODI Hosts the First Ever ‘Walk a Mile in Her Shoes’
Event to Increase Awareness About Sexual Assault
Natalie Joseph
Contributor

On Thursday, March 20 at 1 p.m., it was
hard to miss the empowering scene on Brock
Commons.
This event was the first ever Walk a Mile in
Her Shoes, The International Men's March to
Stop Rape, Sexual Assault & Gender Violence,
and was sponsored by the Office of Diversity &
Inclusion.
The walk gave men on campus the
opportunity to walk a mile in high-heeled
shoes. Walk in Her Shoes was held to promote
awareness about sexual assault, violence and

rape against women.
Over 30 males that included students, faculty
and staff participated and many other students
watched the walk and were inspired by the
event’s message.
Each man who participated in the event had
to wear three inch red high-heeled shoes and
walk a mile across campus.
Many male members of different clubs and
organizations participated in the event.
Sophomore Wil Miles, who participated in
the event, said, “I never felt so much pain in my
feet. This event definitely opened my eyes to see
how easily a woman could get taken advantage
of.”

The walk started in front of Hiner, went past
the Fitness Center, and then ended on Brock
Commons.
At the end of the walk, other community
members waited at the end to congratulate
the men as they rubbed their feet in pain and
celebrated their crucial part in this first ever
event.
Also at the end, some members of Phi Beta
Sigma Fraternity Inc. strolled in their high heels.
Miles said, “I had fun at the event, and I
was glad to be involved to send such a positive
message. This was another great event by the
Office of Diversity and Inclusion.”

Longwood Holds Eco-April Month-long Celebration
Edward Horansky
Community Submission

April is the month when the
Longwood community and public
will come together to promote a
more sustainable world.
There
is
something
for
everyone in Eco-April, including
photography, crafts, live theatre,
speakers, performers and many
great opportunities.
With April right around the
corner, Longwood has been
planning for its annual Earth
Month activities. April 22 marks
Earth Day, and Longwood has
decided to dedicate the entire
month of April to the recognition
of our environment.
Earth Day has evolved over
the past four decades and now
represents a movement dedicated
to protecting the environment.
In 1969, peace activist John
McConnell proposed that March
21, 1970 be a day to respect our
environment. Senator Nelson

Gaylord joined with him one
month later to establish the first
official Earth Day on April 22,
1970.
Eco-April
is
Longwood
University’s way of recognizing
that we all must do our part to
sustain our communities and
our earth. We have always heard
people say, “We must take care of
what was given to us.”
Often that refers to gifts that
have been given to us, but the
resources we use are special gifts.
Eco-April and Earth Day at
Longwood are celebrations of
being aware of those gifts and
doing our part to make sure we
take care of what has been given
to us.
Eco-April at Longwood is a
special time to join together to
recognize what we have and how
we might preserve our planet for
our children and grandchildren.
It takes communities and
individuals working together to
live more efficiently in order to

provide a sustainable world for
future generations.
Longwood’s Eco-April is a time
to reflect on the beauty humans
have inherited and think about
what we can do as citizen leaders
for our environment and for our
communities.
All Eco-April events are free and
open to the public. For a full list of
activities, please visit longwood.
edu/sustainability.
The activities below are just
a few of what is planned for the
month.
Tuesday, April 1 at 7 p.m.
in Bedford Auditorium: Gerry
Ellis,
international
nature
photographer, will share his
pictures and speak about his
findings. Come see compelling
photos and hear a story about
“The Great Apes” that you will not
want to miss.
Monday, April 7 at 4 p.m. in
Jarman Auditorium: Richard Louv,
internationally known writer, will
speak about how spending time

outdoors is essential for children
and adults. His message is that
our survival and quality of life
depends on taking the time to be
outside.
Wednesday, April 16 at 7 p.m. in
Wygal Auditorium: Carl Lombardi
will lead us in a performance of
Dr. Seuss’ story, “The Lorax.”
His infectious energy will draw
the audience into participating
in the tale about the Lorax
and the Once-ler. This special
performance is for all ages.
Monday, April 21 at 7 p.m. in
Moton Museum: Peter Yarrow of
the famed music group, Peter, Paul
and Mary, will provide a concert.
His famous song “Puff, the Magic
Dragon” and other favorites will
bring everyone together. His work
with anti-bullying, civil rights and
peace movements are part of his
story in song. You will not want to
miss this opportunity!

Broadsheet vs. Tabloid: What do YOU Think?
After three weeks with the
"tabloid," more image-focused
layout style, The Rotunda's
editorial board has decided to bring
back the traditional broadsheet to
remind students of our old style.
This is NOT a permanent decision.

This
afternoon,
we
will
redistribute a survey on our
Facebook page asking readers for
their final decision about our layout
style: do you prefer broadsheet or
tabloid?
Next week, after we have

received as much feedback as
possible, we will premiere our
permanent layout style.
We would like as much feedback
as possible before we make our
final decision, so make sure to
respond to our survey and contact

us via our social media pages.
Feel free to submit feedback at
any time to rotundaeditor@gmail.
com.
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“It was really cool that the school provided something like this for us to do,” said student Moe Thompson. “I think it allows us to be in touch with our younger side," added Shannon Tomlin.

celebrating 175 years in one week
The Longwood University community recognized the institution’s 175th anniversary on March 5 during the university’s scheduled Spring Break. This week, the official celebration activities began.
Here’s a look at the remaining events:

march 26 | wear a t-shirt from your organization and take a picture on iler field at 3:30 p.m.
march 28 | class color day

Information provided by Susan Sullivan, Director of the University Center and Student Activities.
For full coverage of the week's events, including Dr. Jim Jordan's Once Upon a Joanie talk, check next week's issue of The Rotunda.

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Paige Rollins, a student representative for the Longwood 175
Celebration Committee, said the celebration events were "just
an idea, something crazy that I put out there, and now it’s
something that we’re doing that’s been amazing."

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

“[It was] super fun. We asked for specific stuff
and she worked with you,” said Amisha Savalia (not the student
pictured) about Susan, the woman doing body art.

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

“It was really cool but the lines were kind of a drag,” said
Aaron Woloshin.

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

“Everybody’s been really nice and accommodating,” said Chelsea Schiefelbein (not pictured)
at the birthday celebration.

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

“It took awhile. We were in like for like, two hours. I figured ‘We’re already in line, so we
might as well wait for it,'" said Jennifer Trate (not pictured).
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‘Mosaic’ Features Unique Routines Crafted by Longwood’s Own
Mary Callender
A&E Editor
The Longwood Company
of Belly Dance presented their
spring show titled “Mosaic” on
Saturday in Jarman Auditorium.
The show featured countless
original routines choreographed
by the dancers themselves
as well as fun collaborations,
a dance performed by the
beginners and countless solos.
The crowd in the auditorium
was astounding, with over
three-fourths of the seats filled;
the company even ran out of
programs to give the guests.
Advanced members Amelia
Smith, Corey Carbonneau,
Lindsey Perotti and Natalie
Andrino began the show with
their dance, “Adaptation.”
It was a tribal piece featuring
graceful
and
rhythmic
movements and a sense of
suspense as the dancers
unmasked themselves towards
the end.
A few songs later, Laura
Fajardo
danced
a
solo
performance to “I Will Survive.”
Donning a bedazzled bra with a
flowing orange veil and skirt, she
twirled and moved her hips to
the beat in a way that resembled
the classic Spanish flamenco
dancer.
Not only was her attire
mesmerizing and perfect for
the dance, but she stunned the
audience with her remarkable
grace
and
confidence
throughout the song.
Katerina Wiley, Savannah

Barnett and Colleen Dooley
followed
up
Fajardo’s
performance with their own
creation to go along with the
song, “Crush.” As the song
moved through its first few
verses, the group members
proceeded to dance with robot
like, mechanic movements.
From there they stacked their
entrances and showcased each
other's unique talents while also
performing perfectly in sync
with each other.
Shaunna
Gleeson
and
Hallie Coburn took the stage
later to perform their own
choreographed dance to the
song, “Passage.”
Dressed to resemble fire and
water, Coburn wore a glittery
blue and purple bedazzled bra
and held onto an ice colored veil
while Gleeson was the picture
of fire with her golden sequined
bra and ombre orange and red
veil.
As the music began at a slow
and smooth pace, Coburn slid
in with her part of the dance.
A quick tempo and mood
change cued Gleeson in, and
before you knew it, the two
were dramatically moving their
hips and arms to the beat of the
music.
As a duet, they were perfect
together in that every move was
in sync and they collectively
portrayed
an
incredibly
dramatic scene that left some
members of the audience with
chills.
Alumnus Ashley Russell
and Amena Sims added to the

dramatic feeling created by
Coburn and Gleeson with their
performance to a common
favorite, “Dark Horse” by Katy
Perry.
The two consistently kept
their hips in line with the
baseline and beautifully acted
out the song in a smooth and
intense performance.
Another
favorite
song
appeared
just
a
few
performances
later
when
Whitney Scott, Jessi Scruggs,
Lauren Virostek, Helen Amos
and Maria Lupia performed
their dance to the "Frozen" song
“Let it Go.”
The performance began as a
solo in which one of the dancers
took the stage in a sparkly
white and light blue costume
complete with white wings and
veils.
She began with simple
flowing movements to go along
with the themes of the song,
and as the music became more
dramatic, the other dancers
entered and moved around
the soloist in almost perfectly
synchronized movements.
Much like Elsa in the
"Frozen" movie, Scott, Scruggs,
Virostek, Amos and Lupia ended
their performance with a sassy
veil toss to go along with the
lyrics, “the cold never bothered
me anyway.”
Other notable performances
from the show included
an
impressive
beginner
performance in which the
dancers,
though
obviously
new to the style, beautifully

showcased multiple techniques.
Each dancer had a giant smile
on her face; it was obvious that
this group of girls were enjoying
themselves, and that made the
audience enjoy the show that
much more.
Toward the end of the
show, Fajardo stunned the
audience as she came out for
her performance to the song
“Radioactive” as she balanced a
long sword in her hair.
A nervous whisper could be
heard throughout the crowd as
countless members worried as
to whether she would drop it, or
even worse, cut something.
But she proved everyone
wrong and instead used the
sword as a prop that quickly
became the main focus of her
dance.
Many would agree that she
resembled a warrior as she spun
the sword over her head, and
around her body a few times
before balancing it easily on her
head again.
All of these girls have
been practicing together as a
group and also separately for
countless hours every week to
put this incredible performance
together.
Gleeson said, “It was crazy; if
I wasn’t doing homework, I was
working on my dance. It was so
stressful, but at the same time, I
had so much fun and I’m really
proud of what I was able to do.”
As she should be; it
was obvious through each
performance just how hard
these girls worked, and it

Photo By: Baylee Holloran

Freshman Shaunna Gleeson majestically waves her veil around
during her veil duet in the Belly Dance Show on Saturday.
definitely paid off. But this
wasn’t your last chance to see
them this semester. Along with
other Longwood Dance teams,
they will be performing at

Photo By: Contributor Baylee Holloran

Shaunna Gleeson and Hallie Coburn dance in a veil duet to the song "Passage." Their wardrobes
are designed to represent the elements of fire and water for their performance.

Spring Weekend, so be sure not
to miss them!

Photo By: Contributor Baylee Holloran

Alumna Ashley "Hoop Girl" Russell returns to Longwood to dance in the Belly Dance
performance. She was an active member of the organization when she was a student at LU.

ZuZu Dancers Captivate Crowd, Provide Insight into Kenyan Culture

Kelynn Keegan
Opinion Editor

The pumping African music emanating from
Jarman Auditorium Tuesday night seemed wildly
out of place with the snow coming down outside
and set the tone for the absurdity of the stunts that
the troupe executed throughout the performance.
The evening began with the troupe hopping
across the stage, inviting volunteers to join them
as they prepared a limbo bar center stage. The
dancers allowed the volunteers to try the limbo
at four varying levels, most seemingly impossible
for anyone with a spine. After the crowd attempts,

the dancers displayed their inhuman athleticism
by folding themselves under all four of the limbo
levels to the roar of an impressed audience.
The energy continued as two of the dancers
produced a small neon hoop. After a brief comedic
act, they squeezed their bodies through the small
ring, once again to the horrified delight of the
spectators. Following this feat, one of the dancers
broke away to formally introduce the troupe.
Hailing from Kenya, the dancers offered a
brief bit of cultural education as they explained
they spoke both Swahili and English and asked
if anyone in attendance was familiar with any
Swahili. Seeing little response, the dancer then

asked if anyone was familiar with “The Lion King,”
and the audience roared back to life.
After explaining how the names of the main
characters of the film are actually Swahili words,
the troupe once again astounded the crowd
by preforming stunts in which the acrobats
positioned chairs at angles on top of one another.
At the top of the unstable tower was a man
performing a handstand. High above the seats
below, he emanated self-assured strength, though
this did little to ease the nerves of those holding
their breath in the auditorium.
In continuing with their kooky interludes,
two dancers invited two audience members

to the stage to try and juggle hats while always
maintaining one of the hats on their head. While
the troupe made it look effortless, it was clear the
task was not easily executed.
The evening concluded with the men offering
their most impressive display of strength, building
human pyramids off of a single dancer’s shoulders
and creating hoops with their bodies which other
dancers jumped through.
Never seeming to tire, the dancers left the stage
brimming with energy and their audience buzzing
with appreciation.

3/4 Art Exhibit Features the Many Talents of the Junior Art Majors
Mary Callender
A&E Editor
This year, the art department decided to change things up a bit
and offer junior art majors their own exhibition to show off their
work to the public.
On Friday, March 21 at 5 p.m., the doors of Bedford Gallery
opened to reveal beautiful and diverse artwork created by some
of Longwood’s finest. Styles ranged from graphic designs, logos,
landscape photography, portraits, watercolors and everything in
between.
A familiar piece on display was the R.E.A.L. Inquiry logo created
by Marlisha Stewart in January 2014. This logo has been seen around
campus constantly, what with the recent visit from SACSCOC.
Stewart worked on this piece for about two weeks with a few minor
obstacles but, as we have all seen, the end product was pretty
impressive and showcased the goal of R.E.A.L. Inquiry perfectly.
Adding to the diverse types of art showcased, Christine Nowicki’s
exhibition of stained glass was also incredibly remarkable. Her piece,

“The Dragonfly,” is described as being experimental for her in that
she used mostly opaque glass, and played with a sandblasted veinlike design in the dragonfly wings. Hanging beside her dragonfly
was her other piece, titled “Guardian Angels.” This section of stained
glass featured a combination of blues and purples to create an angel
that is supposed to signify hope.
Toward the middle of the gallery, Ben Osterhout had a mixed
media piece titled “Inquisition.” In his artist statement, Osterhout
summarizes his thoughts by saying, “While not all of my works
have a literal meaning, they have been able to help me explain
myself without words.” This seems to be the perfect description
for “Inquisition.” It features multiple colors, shapes and aspects
that can only be understood after closely studying the piece. It’s
definitely one that you will want to make a point to see.
Brittany Delbridge also shook things up a little bit with her piece
“Baby Tooth.” This oil painting is an adorable representation of a
little boy with his mouth wide open to show the new gap created
by the loss of the baby tooth in his hand. In her artist statement,
Delbridge describes her purpose by saying, “My intention is to have

my viewers reflect on the smaller things rather than being distracted
by their surroundings.” The painting does just this, and I couldn’t
help but smile along with the little boy as I looked at it.
There were quite a few photography exhibitions, including two
giant panoramic landscapes shots taken by photography major
Samantha Hedger.
When asked to describe her project, she said, “I shot these for
a digital photography project last semester. I really love landscape
shots, and Farmville isn’t necessarily known for its scenic landscape.
So my goal was to capture and show that there is a lot of beauty in
the Farmville area.” Trees and fall foliage are beautifully displayed in
one of her photographs while the other seems to have been taken
just before sunset on a street corner.
Hedger’s photos, along with every other piece featured in the 3/4
exhibit are an amazing sneak peek into the remarkable talents of
Longwood University’s art majors.
If you get a chance or are in the area, I definitely suggest you stop
by. The artwork on display is incredible, and you don’t want to miss
it!
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Why You Should Watch ‘Broad City’: Comical and Morally Ambiguous
Emily Haswell
Social Media Editor
I like my TV shows the way I like my
friends: comical and morally ambiguous. If
you are like me, then "Broad City" is the show
for you. The show was created by its two stars
Ilana Glazer and Abbi Jacobson as a web
series that has been picked up by Comedy
Central. Plus, its executive producer is Amy
Poehler. That should be enough information
to entice you already, but I'll continue.
Jacobson and Glazer play characters of
their same names in a fairly familiar story:
two girls struggling in the big city. However,
this is not "Sex and the City.” Our heroines
are broke, they have crappy jobs and are not
above cleaning a stranger’s home in their
skivvies for Lil Wayne tickets.
If "Broad City" was “Laverne & Shirley,"
Abbi would be Shirley, a 2014 version that
has sex and does drugs. She is either being
dragged into sketchy situations by Ilana
or trying to work toward an actual career
that doesn't involve cleaning toilets. The
pilot episode opens with Abbi holding up a
vibrator that has a sticky note on it that reads
"Tuesday at 7 p.m.?" So that sums her up

pretty well.
Ilana is a tiny hurricane whose charisma
seems to come from the fact that she never
realizes how the incredibly offensive things
she does are in any way offensive. She floats
through life in a cloud of weed smoke,
unaware of the people she frustrates.
It would be like if the little brother from
the "The Wild Thornberrys" grew up to be a
Jewish girl who lives in New York.
Shows similar to this one are becoming
more and more popular - shows in which the
main characters are women and the main
focus of said show isn't just about the men
those women are dating. Of course they have
sexual partners and romantic interests but
the men involved are side characters.
One such side character is Ilana's ever
supportive casual sex partner/dentist,
Lincoln, played by Hanibal Buress. Lincoln's
main goal is to have an exclusive relationship
with Ilana, but of course Ilana has no interest
in this. Lincoln delivers all of his lines in a
hilarious deadpan style that fits well with the
show’s overall low key style.
The show isn't as dark as "Girls" or as
fantastical as "Sex and the City." It’s realistic,
funny and weird. Although the show isn't

built around a lot of long running plot lines,
Abbi and Ilana's friendship is all the plot you
need. It often compares the girls’ personality
differences in their everyday lives, together
and apart, without being overly campy
and without forcing the characters to fit
into overwrought female TV character
archetypes.
While Abbi and Ilana live lives of
debauchery that might even make the boys
of "Workaholics" blush, the characters seem
to genuinely care about the well being of one
another. Both characters are endearing and
relatable and their "us against the world"
friendship makes them even more likable.
They are there for each other, even when
that just means Skyping through breakfast
because they live a few too many subway
stops away from each other. Abbi and Ilana
live happily together in the grey area that
is their 20s and defy gender roles without
making it a show focused on that.
You can watch the hilarious "Broad City"
on Comedy Central Wednesdays at 10:30
p.m.
Photo Courtesy: numodemag.com

New episodes of "Broad City" air Wednesdays at 10:30 p.m.

Native American Playwright William S. Yellowrobe, Jr. Expresses
Opinions about Authentic Culture during ‘Diverse Voices’ Reading Series

Chad MacDonald
Contributor

William
S.
Yellowrobe,
Jr. is an Assiniboine Native
American playwright, actor and
screenplay writer.
He's
most
famous
for “Grandchildren of the
Buffalo Soldiers and Other
Untold Stories.”
He visited as a special guest

for
Longwood's
"Diverse
Voices" reading series on March
13.
As a character, Yellowrobe
seems to be unmoved and
comfortable no matter where
he is.
While being interviewed, he
consistently repeated himself,
remarking about the difficulties
of transitioning from writing for
a stage to writing for a camera.

He claimed that repeating
in a conversation is a common
occurrence in Assiniboine
culture; the intended effect
being that repetition is used
to ensure that the listener
understands the importance
and reality being referenced.
As a Native American
playwright, he found the
media's portrayal of Native
Americans to be a hindrance

on the progression of authentic
Native culture, as opposed to
the novelty idea of what they're
supposed to be.
He
referenced
Johnny
Depp's role as Tonto in “The
Lone Ranger” as proof that
there is still a lot of ignorance
that has to be overcome.
"Real Comanche [Native
Americans] auditioned for
that role," he remarked. "But

Hollywood doesn't want real
Native culture, just the one that
sells."
During the Q & A seminar
in Grainger Hall, Yellowrobe
argued that theatre is the
ultimate way to bring attention
to actual Native culture.
"Theatre is community; it’s
directly conveying a message
in front of the audience.
The emotional reaction is

instantaneous and has a longer
lasting effect," he said.
Yellowrobe is currently in
the process of writing a screen
adaptation of one of his plays,
and works in various Native
Theatre groups to help promote
and educate about his culture
and its history.

Be Brave, Be Selfless, Be Divergent
Jessica Gunther
Contributor
After the war a hundred years ago, society
divided itself into five factions with the purpose of
creating everlasting peace. Each faction is based on
one value – kindness, intellect, honesty, selflessness
and bravery.
This society makes its home out of a futuristic
Chicago that has been left in ruins. Beatrice Prior
(Shailene Woodley) was born into the selflessness
faction, Abnegation.
Now that she has turned sixteen, it’s time for her
to take the aptitude test that will place her in one of
the factions.
Things begin to spiral out of control when her
test shows that she fits into three of the five factions,
instead of just one, meaning she is divergent.
Beatrice has to hide her divergency by choosing
a faction and taking on their value completely. At
the Choosing Ceremony, she chooses to be brave
and leave her family and faction behind to become
Dauntless – the faction that values bravery.
She takes on a new name, Tris, and tries to blend
in in this new faction. In order to officially become a
Dauntless, she has to survive their initiation. There
are two stages to the training: physical and mental.
Her instructor, Four (Theo James), takes a special
interest in helping her through training. As the
two get closer, they discover a plot to brainwash
Dauntless soldiers into killing all the members of
Abnegation. Now the clock is ticking – Four and Tris
have to figure out a way to stop this.
Based on the bestselling book by Veronica Roth,
Divergent is an action-packed and emotional story
about choices that everyone can relate to.
Fans of the book, myself included, always get
nervous when a beloved novel is translated to film,
but the essence of the story and characters is still
there.
Unfortunately, movies cannot include every
single moment from the books because of the time

limit, but books and movies also have different
paces.
In the book, things are a lot more dragged out,
which a movie cannot afford to do without the
viewer becoming bored. Scenes that work for the
book, but would be slow on screen are incorporated
in different ways, so that the whole story is there.
Woodley portrays Tris’ indecision and conflict
of which faction to choose. Should she stay with
her family or follow her heart and be brave? After
transferring to a new faction, Woodley shows Tris’
determination to fit into her new faction.
James, who is opposite Woodley, has newly
started his acting career, but he was perfectly cast
into the role of Four. Very physical, he did all his
own stunts, and according to the author, he did so
much more with the character than she could have
imagined.
He enhances his character and perfectly captures
Four’s secrecy and distrust in most people, but he
also shows Four’s softer side when he starts to care
for Tris.
Everything that makes a movie—music,
cinematography, acting, etc—came together to
make a great book to movie adaption. Ellie Goulding
headed the soundtrack and worked with Hans
Zimmer on the score.
The cinematography helped convey the personal
story of Tris. Both the music and camera angles
convey the emotions of the movie to the audience.
This movie gets four and half out of five stars.
The box office sales are doing so well for opening
weekend that the producers have decided to go
ahead with the next two books.
"Insurgent," the second book should be coming
out in theatres sometime next year. This movie is
enjoyable for everyone even those who have not
read the books.

"Woodley shows Tris’ determination to fit into her new faction."

Photo Courtesy: static2.hypable.com

Mission IMPROVable Stuns Audience with Quick Wit and Funny Routines
Mary Callender
A&E Editor
Students flocked to the Lankford Student Union Ballroom Friday
night to get a chance to experience a classic improv/stand-up
comedy show by the troupe known as Mission IMPROVable. This
group of five guys, only two of whom made an appearance Friday
night, are known on college campuses all over the country for their
unique improvisation skills as well as for their agent portrayals.
Newly formed and full of fun, these guys run off of the most random
suggestions from audience members to create a hilarious night
you’ll never forget.
They did just that on Friday night. To begin the show and pump
up the crowd a little, the two guys spontaneously pointed out

members of the crowd and cheered them on. After everyone was
loosened up and laughing a bit, the first skit came.
The guys convinced the crowd that they were two sisters
completely immersed in decorating Hell while meeting celebrities.
I know, it sounds pretty weird, but that’s what this group of guys
thrives off of, and it was hilarious.
After they played with the idea of two sisters in Hell for a while,
they changed up the pace and asked for audience volunteers
to come up onstage alongside them and spell some of the most
random words the audience could think of.
Volunteer Alex Fedorchak talked about this strange experience,
saying, “It was so bizarre; the audience was throwing out really easy
words and then someone would say a really weird word. It was a
crazy experience, but it was fun.”

The guys then took a quick break from their improvisation acts
and tried their hands at some classic stand-up comedy, which one
audience member described as being “okay, but not as good as their
improv routines.”
One of the most memorable routines of the night, however, was
when a couple was called onstage and the troupe recreated their
first date. The roar of laughter from the audience could be heard
outside the Student Union as the guys and volunteers did some of
the craziest things.
Fedorchak summed up the night perfectly by saying, “Altogether,
Mission IMPROVable was very entertaining and worth the time to
go see. With sharp wits, excellent timing and an energetic style, this
improve group was certainly one you will remember.”
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Spring Brings Flowers, Lost In Digital Translation: ‘Free Tilly’ Movement
Highlights Humanity in Online Communication
Parties and Crime:
Tips to Protect
Yourself and Property
Kelynn Keegan
Opinion Editor

Corey Davis & Elizabeth litner
Contributors
Spring is finally here and as
the weather improves, students
are inclined to party.
Just as most party goers
consider makeup and pregaming an important step in the
party night process, learning how
to keep yourself from becoming a
victim of a heinous crime is also a
necessary step.
If you decide to go out, tell
someone where you are going
and make sure they know when
you will be back.
If possible, travel with a friend
or group of people that you know
and trust.
Stick to well-lit areas and,
if possible, avoid dark and
unpopulated areas. Ensure that
your cell phone is charged and
keep it on your person at all
times.
Conceal any valuables that
you are carrying, as they may
attract thieves. Whether you are
walking alone or with friends,
confidence is key.
Walk with your shoulders
back and eyes forward, never
showing fear. Remain alert and
undistracted by your cell phone,
iPod or MP3 player.
Assailants seek distracted
people to target. If you follow
these steps, assailants are less
likely to target you.
If you drive to a party, make
sure your car is in good shape
before leaving. Park your car in a
safe and well-lit area as close as
possible to the building.
When coming to and leaving
your vehicle, have your keys
ready. You will not be distracted
looking for them in your purse,
pocket, etc., and you can use
them as a weapon in case of an
attack.
As you approach your car,
be on the lookout for a possible

break in and any suspicious
people around your car. This
includes
underneath
your
vehicle, as many cases involve
the perpetrator hiding there
until the victim approaches and
unlocks their door.
Unfortunately, even if you
follow this advice, you still may
be confronted.
Taking a RAD (Rape Aggression
Defense) class is encouraged;
one is offered by Longwood
University Police Department
(LUPD) almost every semester.
If you are confronted, try to
keep a good amount of space
between you and the other
person to make it harder for
them to grab you.
Observe the features of the
other person. Note their hair
color, eye color, any birthmarks,
gender and approximate height
and weight.
Report the suspect to the
police. Your observations will
help the police catch the suspect.
If assaulted in any way, raped
or drugged, contact the police
immediately. If you are raped,
do not change, shower or use the
restroom.
You need to preserve the
evidence of the crime so the
police can catch your assailant.
For any emergency, you can call
the campus police, 911 or utilize
the blue emergency poles located
around campus.
The Longwood Emergency
Response Team offers group
presentations on how to keep
safe.
If you or your organization
would like more information, if
you have any questions or if you
would like to host a presentation,
contact
the
Longwood
Emergency Response Team via
our Facebook page or by emailing
us at luert@live.longwood.edu.

In a world that’s increasingly
expectant of crisis without
resolution, a new movement to
free whales in captivity proves
to be a refreshing change of
pace.
Recently, there was an
explosive release of the
documentary
“Blackfish,”
which chronicled the death and
injuries of trainers throughout
the history of whale captivity.
This led to a wave of outcry
against Sea World and other
attractions with large marine
mammals that ignited a social
media movement to eliminate
the practice of whale captivity.
While this has certainly proven
to be beneficial for the whales,
it also seems to be indicative of
the silver lining of a technologydriven era.
In recent weeks, the growing
reliance on technology has
come under heavy fire with
critics arguing that the world

has become symbiotically
dependent on technology
and that this reliance has
taken the humanity out of
communication entirely.
This is not a far-fetched
argument. “Selfies” and Tweets
highlighting personal success,
achievements and failures
have certainly pushed the
world into a self-first mentality
in which communication is
based in displaying personal
information, as opposed to
sharing and discussing.
Few people would truly
begin a conversation around
a dinner table with, “Went to
the beach today! #hot bod,
#tanning, # aloe.”
And while it can seem we’re
headed down a dark path of
self-glorification by way of
social media, movements like
“Free Tilly,” while instigated in
an effort to save whales, prove
that humanity can still prevail.
Movements born online are
a unique phenomenon of the
21st century.
Prior to the advent of the

Internet, social protests would
rely on word of mouth and
physical contact to spread
their message, often resulting
in locking the advocates to the
region in which their message
was most profound.
Now, with the ability for
anyone to connect with other
like-minded individuals across
the globe, it’s far easier to spread
the issue on a mainstream
level, without the physical or
socioeconomic constraints of
getting a particular region fired
up enough to care about the
issue at hand.
What once would have
taken a literal village has
been reduced to a few angry
keystrokes, and it seems to be
working.
Sea World has found itself
at the heart of a PR nightmare
that hasn’t been seen since the
release of Free Willy.
While it has yet to release the
captive whales into the wild,
the explosion of retaliation
against the company has
had a profound effect on the

treatment the animals receive
with the corporation publically
noting changes being made
to better accommodate the
animals.
Perhaps more profound
than these changes resulting
from the outcry is the
acknowledgement of the issue
by mainstream media sources.
News networks and online
news hubs of online-based
protests mark the power of
social media in influencing
industry on a global scale.
Additionally, the attention
brought to “Free Tilly” has
highlighted the humanity that
remains an integral part of
communication, even within
the constraints of online
contact.
Further, this reminds us
that we still have empathy that
has not been lost in digital
translation, and it makes us
more than the machines we’ve
created.

The Not-So-Divine Right of One Man’s
Words: the Late Fred Phelps' Bigoted Ways
Chad MacDonald
Contributor
Fred Phelps passed away on March
19. His family didn’t hold a funeral
service because the Westboro Baptist
Church doesn’t “worship the dead.” As an
atheist, I have mixed feelings about his
death. George Takei, a gay rights activist,
responded sympathetically to his death,
hoping that Phelps will find the peace that
was so elusive to him in life.
Being raised and homeschooled in a
Christian Fundamentalist family, we had
a cult-like hierarchy in our church. We
followed the same philosophy. I’m not
even sure if I could publish their thoughts
on sex outside of marriage, yet all sorts of
methods were used to ingrain things in our
heads, such as “STDs slip straight through
condoms, and your soul slips closer to
Hell.”
Being homeschooled, I had the chance
to watch 9/11 live on television. At eight
years old, I watched the two planes slam
through glass and concrete. Fire spat into

the skies as people tumbled to their deaths
out of smoke spewing windows. Phelps
and my church both said this was an act of
justice, this was our God in action, this was
holy deliverance.
I admire Takei’s ability to forgive and
sympathize with such a person, mostly
because I’m incapable of giving someone
like Phelps that sort of sentiment. Takei’s
not alone on forgiving Phelps for his
borderline hate crimes.
Commenters on the Huffington Post and
NPR.com seem to lean toward forgiving the
deceased bigot and respecting him because
he’s dead.
Phelps and his blood-related cult
all protested at dead soldiers’ funerals,
reminding mourning mothers and fathers
that God wanted this.
The bottom line is that no parent
deserves to have their child’s funeral
picketed for the divine purpose of
reminding them that the creator of the
universe singled out their child for the sake
of supporting homophobic policies.
People will attempt to take a neutral

stance with Phelps and try to use his trial
against the Jim Crow Laws to remind others
that he is human, but I think they forgot his
justification behind working for the Civil
Rights Movement.
Phelps claims that “God never said being
black is an abomination,” meaning that God
doesn’t hate this particular group of people.
Therefore, Phelps has no reason to. A 3000
year old manuscript is his justification for
discerning who deserves human rights and
who doesn’t.
Phelps
represented
everything
about religion that was dangerous and
dehumanizing in society. He attempted to
marginalize and spiritually deprive a group
of human beings that have been beneath
conservative and Christian boot heels
throughout the ages.
It’s ironic that the same man who fought
tooth and nail for African-American rights
did everything within his power to turn a
Christian nation’s wrath to a different set
of minorities and divinely justified it in
whatever manner he could.

An Inside Look at what makes National News vs. what should make National News
Kira Zimney
Asst. Opinion Editor
Do you ever take a step back,
analyze yourself and think, “I
should really familiarize myself
with what is happening around
the country and the world.”?
Well, if you haven’t had that
internal
conversation
with
yourself, I am sorry to tell you,
you probably should at this
point.
It is quite simple; just flip
on the news, read about what’s
happening in politics, the
economy and other current
events.
As college students, it is time
to think about the world outside
of the 10 feet of space that
occupies your dorm room.

Many adults will probably
tell you it really is up to you, that
it’s your responsibility to know
what is happening across the
country and around the world,
but no one is forcing you.
The choices people make are
up to them, and there is nothing
anybody can do about that.
The issue I am becoming
increasingly annoyed with is
what “the news” (and by news,
I mean CNN, ABC) considers to
be “top stories.”
“Top stories” should be the
most important things people
need to know about.
The biggest, and probably
the most irritating, reason as
of late is CNN replaying Justin
Bieber’s deposition video over
and over again, making it

appear to be more important
than gathering new information
on the development of Malaysia
Airlines Flight 370, or President
Obama’s weekly new sanctions
against Russian forces.
Seriously, I couldn’t believe I
was watching a CNN report on
Bieber’s deposition. If I wanted
to know how that interview
went, I would have turned on
Access Hollywood or E!
The only thing I gained from
watching Bieber’s deposition
was a knowledge of how
egotistical quick, young fame
can turn a person.
Instead, CNN should have
played a round the clock
investigation of Flight 370,
especially after weeks of no
leads, and a new object emerging

on Chinese search engines.
Additionally, if I asked a
college student about their take
on the crisis in Ukraine, most
would probably just give me
the broad facts, just bold words
they remembered that make
attention-grabbing headlines.
It’s more important to be
informed in detail on Obama’s
past few weeks of adding new
sanctions against Russia in order
to prevent further impositions
on Ukraine.
I am in no way attacking
students’
ability
to
gain
knowledge from the news, but
rather the knowledge the news
offers us.
For instance, how many
times did CNN replay Bieber’s
deposition and the flack that the

viral video got for his mention of
Selena Gomez?
In comparison, how many
times did CNN replay Obama’s
speech on his added sanctions?
It
isn’t
always
the
responsibility of news sources to
provide information to students,
but it is their responsibility to
provide important content in
their news.
Yes, while I agree it is the
individual’s
responsibility
to research and gain current
events, I would like to think that
CNN and ABC broadcast news
reports more on the issues that
truly affect the world, rather
than simply spitting the same
celebrity drama as TMZ and E!
News.
I guarantee many did not

PROPS & D R O P S

Props to:
+ Birthday Dinner
+ Date parties
+ Spring dresses
+ Dogs on campus (Dog Walk)
+ The Big Event
+ SGA elections
+ Girl Scout cookies
+ 175 years of Longwood

Drops to:
- The bus being late
- Burning hair in a straightener
- Justin Bieber
- Insomnia
- Google Maps being wrong
- Snow in spring
- All-nighters
- Cold pizza

know that the administration
announced last week in the
White House briefing room of
the “frozen” US assets of seven
top Russian officials, senior
advisors to Russian President
Vladimir Putin.
Or that Obamas’ second
round of additional sanctions
against Russian forces are
now being called the most
comprehensive
sanctions
placed on Russia since the Cold
War.
I don’t know about you, but
that seems to be a tad bit more
important than any attentiondriven obsessed teen star.
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Lucas Woodhouse Speaks on Upcoming Transfer from Longwood
Nick Conigliaro
Sports Editor
It was reported on March 12
that sophomore guard Lucas
Woodhouse would be leaving
Longwood and transferring to
another school.
“I’m looking to just find a better
fit for me; maybe get closer to
home. Maybe to a place where
my family can see me play,” said
Woodhouse.
Woodhouse, a resident of
Greenlawn, N.Y., decided it
was time to say goodbye to
Longwood at the end of the
2013-2014 season; the Lancers
went 8-24 with a first round loss
in the Big South Tournament to
Gardner-Webb.
Woodhouse made it clear that
this was a personal decision
and had nothing to do with new
Head Coach Jayson Gee, any of
the other coaching staff or the
team itself.
“I thought Gee and this
coaching staff were a right
fit for me. They gave me the
opportunity to play this year,
the full year, and we didn’t’t have
the best year, but they gave me
every opportunity and more,”
said Woodhouse.
“I can’t thank them enough
for that and the opportunity
they gave me this year," said
Woodhouse. "I wish it did work
out. I don’t know if it was so

much his system; honestly, it
was just a personal decision for
me. I just wanted to transfer. It’s
no fault on him.”
Gee was not available for an
interview but issued a statement
saying, “Lucas
has
been
outstanding for our program,
and I certainly enjoyed coaching
him for a year. He is a quality
young man, both on and off of
the court, and we wish him only
the best for his future.”
Woodhouse has yet to decide
which school he will attend next
year.
“I want to wait [until] after the
NCAA tournament, obviously.
It’s not going to be any time
soon … I think I have five official
visits that I can possibly take,
so maybe [I will] take some of
them, go on the campus and
see if I can see myself at other
places,” said Woodhouse.
His transfer does have a
few restrictions on it. Since
Longwood is a Big South team,
he cannot join any Big South
school. He also cannot go to
Florida International University
(FIU) because former Longwood
Head Coach Mike Gillian is a
part of the coaching staff there.
Woodhouse’s ultimate goal is
to play professional basketball
either in America or overseas,
but this move is to help him
achieve the goal of playing in the
NCAA tournament.

“I’ve always had a dream to
play in the NCAA tournament
on the biggest stage possible.
They [Longwood] have a great
team coming back; they possibly
could do it here next year, but I
just feel like it isn’t the fit for
me,” said Woodhouse.
A few different schools that
are interested in Woodhouse
have reached out to him, but he
doesn’t want any names known
yet because he’s not sure what
his next move is going to be.
Woodhouse has seen other
schools play, but he does not
necessarily think any of them are
for him. He plans on just going
through the whole process until
he can find one school sticks out
to him.
Once Woodhouse arrives at the
school of his choice, he will not
be able to play for a year due to
NCAA transfer rules. He plans
on spending his sit-out year
lifting weights and learning yet
another system.
"I think that year will
definitely help me out. It’s going
to be three different systems in
three different years, but I’ve got
to make sure this one’s the right
one because it’s pretty much my
last chance, being a transfer,”
said Woodhouse. “I want to
make sure it’s the right fit and
style for me.”
Woodhouse has nothing
but love for the program that

Photo By: Photo Editor Caleb Briggs

Sophomore Lucas Woodhouse ends his Longwood men's basketball career with 171 career
points. He said the university "just wasn't a fit for me."
Longwood has. He simply
believes there is a better fit out

Contact Longwood Police Department

(434)-395-2091
Or visit the office on the ground floor of Dorril Dining Hall,
East Redford Street.
There are many items waiting to be claimed in our Lost and
Found. Here is a list of some items; more are stored in our
lockers.
- Pink and Black fur muffs
- Coffee Cups
- Longwood Business Cards
- Computer Chargers
- Books
- Longwood Room keys
- White iPhone
- Samsung Galaxy Phone
- Credit/Debit Cards
- Bracelets
- Ford Card Keys
- Ballast Lighting replacement part
- Macbook Charger
- Various pieces of clothing

there for him.
“I respect Gee, I love Longwood,

I love the university. It just wasn’t
a fit for me,” said Woodhouse.

NCAA March Madness Returns
Nick Conigliaro
Sports Editor
This
season’s
men’s
NCAA
Tournament has been full of upsets,
surprises and overall madness.
As of March 22, there are no perfect
brackets left once Yahoo Sports user
Brad Binder picked No. 3 seed Syracuse
University to beat the No. 11 seed
University of Dayton.
Once Dayton beat Syracuse by two,
Binder’s bracket was officially the final
bracket to be busted.
Not only are there no more perfect
brackets, but this is the second season
in a row that a number one seed has not
made it into the Sweet 16. This season’s
victim turns out to be the only team
that didn’t acquire a loss during the
regular season: Wichita State.
Another big news story comes out
of the South Region, where no matter
what, a double digit team is going
to move on to the Elite Eight since
Virginia’s own VCU did it in 2011 as
a No. 11 seed. This season, the South
Region is hosting a Sweet 16 match-up
between No. 10 seed Stanford and No.
11 seed Dayton.
Although, there is a match-up between
two double digit seeds, the team most
likely to re-enact VCU’s glory is No. 11
seed Tennessee.
Tennessee has been taking the same
path VCU took in 2011. They had to
win their game during the bubble
round, then continue to win. The only
difference is VCU had to beat a No. 3
seed; Tennessee got to play No. 14 seed
Mercer who upset No. 3 seed Duke.
The favorite for many going into the
tournament is No. 1 seed Florida, who

got a little bit of trouble from No. 16
seed Albany but overcame, then went
on to put a beating on No. 9 Pittsburgh.
Now, they go on to face a talented No. 4
seed UCLA team that can give them a
run for their money.
In what some are calling the matchup of the tournament, No. 1 seed
Virginia and No. 4 seed Michigan
State will be facing off on Friday. Each
team has had a scare game, a game
closer than it should have been, and
a game where they just blew out their
opponents.
The East also has a surprise matchup between No. 7 seed Connecticut and
No. 3 seed Iowa State University. This is
an interesting game because ISU barely
escaped their last game against No. 6
seed UNC, and Connecticut upset No.
2 seed Villanova to get there.
Then you have the recently streaking
No. 8 seed Kentucky going up against
defending champs No. 4 seed Louisville.
This is the battle of the two most recent
NCAA champions with Louisville being
the favorite.
A true bracket buster was when No.
6 seed Baylor advanced to the Sweet
16 by beating up No. 3 seed Creighton.
Now, they have another tough task
ahead of them when they face No. 2
seed Wisconsin.
The winner of that match-up will then
go on to face the winner of the other
West game, No. 1 seed Arizona vs. No.
4 seed San Diego State. Both teams
faced some trouble in the first round,
each only winning by single digits,
then blowing out their second round
opponents.
No matter what happens, it’s set to be
even madder than it already has been.
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Longwood Lancers Baseball Loses Three out of Three Games with
one Shut-out in Weekend Series with Campbell's Fighting Camels
Travis Lyles
Contributor
Wins by Ryan Thompson, Bobby Thorson
and Ryan Koopman helped lead the Campbell
Fighting Camels (18-7, 4-2 Big South) to sweep
Longwood (12-13, 2-4 Big South) this past
weekend in Farmville.
The Lancers combined for only four runs
over the course of the three game series, getting
shutout in game three on Sunday. Before the
series with Campbell, the Lancers had won
seven out of their last nine games, but this past
weekend was a totally different script.
“We had opportunities to score runs, but
we need to do a better job of getting the leadoff hitter on,” said first year Longwood Head
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Number 8 on the baseball team, Colton
Konvicka scored a single for the Lancers
with the help of Scott Burkett.

Coach Brian McCullough. “I think when we
weren’t scoring, our guys were trying to do a
little bit too much.”
In Friday’s matchup, the Lancers got an
outstanding pitching performance from junior
Aaron Myers as he went 8 1/3 innings before
giving up a hit, while picking up 10 strikeouts
in the process.
Longwood tied the ballgame following
senior Scott Burkett’s solo home run in the
fourth, but the Lancers were held scoreless
for the rest of the game and lost in extras as
sophomore Travis Burnette, who replaced
Myers, gave up three runs in the 10th.
In Saturday’s game, the Lancers had just
as many hits (10) as Campbell, but were only
able to put three runs on the board as junior
Brandon Vick took the loss, going the distance
for the team.
Campbell jumped out to a 4-1 lead in the
fifth and led by that margin until the Lancers
tacked on two runs in the eighth to make it a
5-3 contest. The Fighting Camels added two
more runs in the ninth to stretch the lead to 7-3
and would never look back, winning by that
margin.
Longwood, a team who has been known to
play good fundamental baseball, has struggled
on the defensive side of the ball this season.
This past weekend, they combined for six
errors over the three game stretch, and the
team has a combined total of 38 errors on the
season.
“We are still trying to find that lineup that
allows us to be defensively sound, as well as
swing it well,” said McCullough. “I think it’s just
a matter of getting back on track and doing the
things well that we did to win seven out of nine
before this past weekend.”
In the series finale, Campbell completed
the sweep winning 3-0 in a game where the
Lancers had nine hits, but were unable to get a

run across the plate. Longwood had a lot
of opportunities, but couldn’t capitalize
on any of them, leaving a total of nine
runners stranded on base.
Consistency has been a big problem
for Longwood, as it is for many collegiate
teams at the division one level.
With Myers and Vick pitching well to
start the season and getting inconsistent
run support, McCullough made it clear
that they are going to keep going out
there and giving the team a chance to
win.
“They have to keep executing no
matter how runners get on or how much
we are hitting. They are competitors
and will never point fingers at anyone.
They take it upon themselves,” said
McCullough. “They are going give us
their best effort each and every time.”
The
Lancers
will
travel
to
Charlottesville on March 26 to take on
No. 3 University of Virginia.
Then, they take the road this coming
weekend in a three game series with
Radford University, who swept the
Lancers in Farmville last season.
“We are doing one of the three things
you need to win, really well, and that’s
pitching,” said McCullough. “If we can
play solid defense and hit with men in
scoring position, we will be right where
we need to be.”
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(Top right) Number 22 on the
baseball team, Alex Owens helped
the Lancers
on Saturday by getting out a Campbell
player.
(Bottom left) Brandon Vick pitched
the entire game for the Lancers
giving 10 hits and 7 runs, with three
strikeouts.
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Longwood's Softball Team Wins Four out of Five Games against Conference Rivals
Anthony Rinaldi
Asst. Sports Editor
Longwood softball had a
busy, but successful, week,
winning four out of five games in
two separate conference series
against rivals Liberty University
and Winthrop University.
Longwood swept their double
header against Liberty, playing
one close competitive game and
another offensive outburst.
Junior Katie Shinrock gave
the Lancers an early lead in the
first game when she hit an RBI
single in the first inning. Liberty
tied the game up in the top of
the sixth.
In the top of the eighth, the
Flames took the lead when they
hit three straight singles and
scored the go-ahead run.
Longwood would answer back

in the bottom half of the inning
with base hits from freshmen
Taylor Hedrick and Justina
Augustine. Then, sophomore
Emily Murphy hit a sacrifice fly
that scored Hedrick. The throw
went to the backstop and led
to Augustine scoring the game
winning run, giving Longwood
the 3-2 victory.
In the second game of the
double header, Longwood broke
the game open in the bottom of
the second when junior Casey
Lifsey hit a three run homer and
sophomore Carly Adams hit an
RBI double to add to Longwood’s
lead.
In the bottom of the fifth, the
Flames walked in a run with the
bases loaded, then committed a
throwing error that allowed two
more runs to score.
Hedrick would end the game
with an RBI triple scoring two

more runs, securing the 9-1 win
in just five innings due to NCAA
slaughter rule.
Two of the three games in
Longwood’s series against the
Winthrop Eagles was sponsored
by Play 4Kay, which had players,
fans and coaches wearing pink.
Longwood dropped the first
game against Winthrop 14-3
in five innings, due to NCAA
slaughter rules, but would
respond in the next two games
of the series.
In the second game of the
double header, sophomore
Jamie Barbour was hit by a pitch
in the fifth inning, then took
two bases on a sacrifice bunt
from Hedrick and scored on a
throwing error on the same play.
Still in the fifth, Lifsey and
Murphy got back to back hits;
then Lifsey scored on a pass ball.
Murphy scored on a single from
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The women's softball team gathered in a huddle on the field to celebrate their win together.
Megan Baltzell hit a homerun on Saturday against Winthrop, while Taylor Hedrick put all her
power into throwing the ball to first base to get out a Winthrop player on Saturday.

Adams, giving Longwood a 3-0
victory.
In the series finale, Longwood
scored a run in every inning,
giving them a 9-4 victory.
Junior Megan Baltzell went
3-3 with one RBI and a pair of
runs, guiding the Lancers to

victory.
Murphy and Augustine went
2-3 and contributed two runs,
Murphy added an RBI to her stat
sheet.
Junior Libby Morris got her
eighth win of the season while
striking out six batters.

This coming week, the
Lancers play Liberty once at
home on Thursday, then go on
the road for a three game series
against Presbyterian College
starting Saturday.
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